
EARNINGS PLAN
2021

When you join as a Creative Memories Advisor, you’ll start earning an income on every album, 
refill page, tool and supply you sell! If you want to get paid to live what you love… it’s easy to 

become a Creative Memories Advisor and turn your passion into a regular income.

No minimums. 

No complicated requirements. 

No limit to what you can earn! 

Turn your Passion into Profit

Earn 2-8% on 
your Downline 
Advisors' sales

Earn 10-40% on your 
personal sales

PROFIT RATEPROFIT RATE 12-MO. VOLUME12-MO. VOLUME COMMISSION RATECOMMISSION RATE

10% $0 - $550 2%

25% $551 - $2,500 5%

30% $2,501 - $7,500 6%

35% $7,501 - $15,000 7%

40% $15,001+ 8%

Sign up now at  
CreativeMemories.com/CM-Advisors

JOIN FOR $49/YEAR & 
RECEIVE A $50 PRODUCT 

CREDIT WHEN YOU SIGN UP!
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Have photos? Have memories? You’re qualified. Millions of people have photos and memories they 
love but no idea what to do with them. If you have an interest in either, you’d make a great Advisor. 
 
It couldn’t be simpler. Our plan is based on a 12-month Account Balance. The more you and your 
customers order over the year, the more you earn. And you can start earning on team sales right 
away, even with a $0 balance. 
 
Weekly paydays = happiness. As soon as you become an Advisor, you earn your profit rate (see 
chart above) on your personal and customer orders. These earnings are paid weekly via Direct 
Deposit. Because you’re ordering at retail cost on all products — even business enhancers — count 
toward your earnings, your balance grows faster and there’s no worry about remitting sales tax. 
 
Want to earn even more? Ask your Advisor about earning a $100 Account Credit and earning             
on Downline Advisors’ retail sales. 


